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● Why fund allocation is important?

Fund allocation refers to the amount of capital one is prepared to allocate to a trading position 
and also how much capital one is prepared to risk on each trade. It is generally accepted 
among financial professionals that the selection of individual stocks is not so relevant to the 
performance of a portfolio as the correct weighting of stocks, bonds, precious metals and 
cash.

Strategic stock investments should be held for periods of at least 4 years , while cash and 
money market investments are ideal for the shorter term or maximum 12 months.
Stock investments also depend on the age of an investor. The rule of thumb here is to 
subtract an investor’s age from 100 to determine the stock allocation percentage. This means 
that a 30 year old would be 70% invested in stocks and a 65 year old would be 35% invested 
in stocks. This means that the older the investor is, the more conservative his investment 
profile should be.

In general one can say that the size of various positions within a portfolio has more influence 
on the overall performance than the selection of individual stocks or market timing strategies.

● Position Sizing

A trading strategy which delivers a stable performance over time is of course important, 
however if the investor does not devote his attention to position sizing, the end result can be 
disappointing. Position Sizing is often overlooked by traders, however its importance should 
never be underestimated, especially when one takes into account the uncertainty and 
exuberance existing in the markets today.

● Calculating maximum $ risk per trade

It is of utmost importance to define the amount of money you are prepared to risk on any one 
trade. It is generally recommended to limit 1% of your capital on any one trade. This 
theoretically means that you could make 100 consecutive losing trades before your account is 
dissolved.
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Applying a stop loss order to every trade

Every trade should be accompanied by a stop loss order. In this way you can control how 
much you are prepared to risk per trade. 

For instance you have a buy signal for a stock now trading at $50 per share and the stop loss 
level is 47.50, you are risking $2.50 per share and are prepared to risk a fix amount of $200 on 
this transaction. You now have to calculate how many shares you are able to buy so that 
whatever the outcome, no more than $200 will be lost.

The formula used to calculate the position size will be:

Maximum Risk in $ Per Trade/Stop loss Price= Tolerated Position Size.

In this case the number of shares to be purchased will be: $200/$2.50= 80 shares

This method of position sizing is used by hedge fund managers and professional traders.

Since you are only risking a small percentage of your capital on each position your trading will 
become less stressful and be based on your trading system and not on your emotions. In this 
way the odds of you being able to generate consistent positive returns will weigh in your favor 
over the long term.
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Stop Loss Indicators

Risk limitation is paramount in any investment strategy. In this section I will introduce two 
different types of stop loss indicators, both of which are ratchet systems but differ in their 
approach to price movement.

 - Volatility Weighted

The volatility weighted long and short stop indicators calculate the stop levels using market 
volatility. The higher the volatility the further away is the distance of the stop to the current 
price. This minimizes the chance that the stop will get hit, however in high volatility market 
situations, if the stop does get hit, the resulting loss will be considerable.
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Metastock Code for Volatility Weighted Stops

{Long Stop Volatility Weighted}

Numatr:=4.0;{Average True Range Multiplier. Can be changed}
Atrpds:=12;{Average True Range Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
LLPds:=4;{Lowest Low Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
LSL:=LLV(L,LLPds)-Numatr*ATR(Atrpds);
LVal:= If(LPREV,LSL,PREV));
LStop:=Ref(LVal,-1);
Lstop

{Short Stop Volatility Weighted}

Numatr:=4.0;{Average True Range Multiplier. Can be changed}
Atrpds:=12;{Average True Range Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
HHPds:=4;{Highest High Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
SSL:=HHV(H,HHPds)+Numatr*ATR(Atrpds);
SVal:= If(H>PREV,SSL,If(SSL< PREV,SSL,PREV));
SStop:=Ref(SVal,-1);
SStop
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Percentage Weighted

The percentage weighted long and short stop indicators are calculated using a fixed 
percentage distance from the closing price. This means that however volatile market action is, 
the potential loss is limited to the selected percentage distance from the closing price. The 
chances of the percentage weighted stop getting hit are clearly higher than those of the 
volatility weighted stop, however one can at least calculate the potential loss if the stop does 
gets hit.

Metastock Code for Percentage Weighted Stops

{Long Stop Percentage Weighted}

STPFAKT:=2.0;{Percentage of Close Deducted. Can be changed}
LLPds:=3;{Lowest Low Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
LSL:=LLV(L,LLPds)-((C/100)*STPFAKT);
LVAL:= If(LPREV,LSL,PREV));
LSTOP:=Ref(LVAL,-1);
LSTOP

{Short Stop Percentage Weighted}

STPFAKT:=2.0;{Percentage of Close Added. Can be changed}
HHPds:=3;{Highest High Lookback Periods. Can be changed}
SSL:=HHV(H,HHPds)+((C/100)*STPFAKT);
SVAL:= If(H>PREV,SSL,If(SSL< PREV,SSL,PREV));
SSTOP:=Ref(SVAL,-1);
SSTOP

End of Class 3  - Fund Allocation and Position Sizing
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